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NCLB waiver requirements have led to development of teacher evaluation systems, in which
student growth is a significant component. Composite teacher evaluation scores commonly sum
up the results of measurements made using several instruments. We hypothesize that, across
different measures, there is more than one underlying factor and each measure can be
decomposed into distinct factors. By performing factor analysis on the disaggregated evaluation
data (observation components and survey items), we can identify several orthogonal factors, of
which only one is associated with student test performance. We use teacher evaluation data
collected by the Measures of Effective Teaching (MET) project as a model of state teacher
evaluation system, which includes a value-added score as a measure of student performance, an
observational rubric, and a student survey.
We find that one possible model of the latent data structure has three factors, of which only one
is associated with value-added scores. This factor is also strongly associated with observation
and survey items that deal with classroom control. The second factor is associated with such
aspects of pedagogy as classroom dialog, questioning techniques, etc. The third factor is
associated with items related to the notions of teacher sensitivity to students’ well-being and
includes mostly student survey items. Those factors can be interpreted as reflecting “effective,”
“constructive,” and “positive” dimensions of teaching respectively. Each of them is an important
and independent input into child development, while only first of them leads to achievement
gains measurable in the short run.
The importance for policy of identifying orthogonal underlying factors is, first, that it provides
precise knowledge of what exactly the evaluation system is measuring. This knowledge can be
used by policy-makers to make an informed decision on how to combine the aspects of teaching
into a single “teacher utility” function or, alternatively, if a multidimensional (matrix) evaluation
system should be used. Second, it makes clear that teacher effectiveness consists of more than
just the ability to promote student growth as measured by test scores. Additional factors may be
weighted differently, for example, in identifying a teacher to become a mentor vs. to become a
principal, which may require interpersonal capabilities unrelated to promoting student growth.

Third, evaluating teachers using several independent factor scores may help target resources
(such as professional development) more accurately.
NCLB waiver requirements have led to development of teacher evaluation systems, in which a
metric of yearly student growth is a significant component. In awarding waivers to states,
Department of Education calls for educator evaluations, a substantial element of which is to be
based on measures of student achievement. Once fully rolled out, these evaluation systems will
be used in personnel decisions. It is generally assumed that an evaluation will consist of
multiple measures. In particular, Race to the Top grant applications require states to design
comprehensive evaluation systems with multiple measures of teacher performance. These
measures often include – in addition to a test-based metric of student growth - observations by
administrators, as well as surveys of parents, peers, and/or students. However DOE’s focus on
one component—student achievement—tends to put in the background what the other
measures are measuring.
Recent empirical research has been focusing on metrics of student growth - value-added scores
in particular – and their relationship to other metrics. An extensive set of recent teacherevaluation studies conducted by the Measures of Effective Teaching (MET) project yielded a
body of empirical evidence on the correlations among various teacher effectiveness metrics,
including scores from several widely used classroom observation instruments, student surveys,
and estimates of teachers’ value-added contributions to student test achievement (Kane &
Staiger, 2012). Conceptually, teacher effectiveness is viewed, if not explicitly defined, as onedimensional: an evaluation system must be able to differentiate between high- and lowperforming teachers and provide the resulting ranking for the purposes of allocation of
professional development resources, personnel decisions, and ultimately to improve teaching
through constructive feedback (Darling-Hammond, 2012; Grissom et al., 2013).
However recent studies, including the MET project, consistently show that the non-achievement
measures (observations and surveys) have only limited correlation with the academic
achievement measures, indicating that they may be measuring facets of teaching other than the
teacher’s ability to foster higher test scores. This leads us to ask: what are we measuring and
what impact do factors, unrelated to short-term achievement gains, have on the education of our
children, and how can these other factors be used in personnel decisions?
This paper will attempt to make the link from knowing what we are measuring in our
evaluations to how we would use the information in personnel decisions. We view this link in
terms of three steps, represented by the questions:
1. What are we measuring with observations and surveys? Can we identify a small set of
underlying factors that are being measured?
2. What impact might these other factors have on the overall effectiveness of our education
system?
3. How can the factors underlying the evaluation results be used in personnel decisions?
We present some preliminary results of our analysis that addresses the first question and discuss
the approaches to the second and third questions.

1. What are we measuring with observations and surveys?
APPROACH
Adoption of an evaluation system relying on multiple metrics requires a method to combine
several metrics produced by different instruments. If all metrics render same underlying
concept, the task of producing a composite score is straightforward. An optimal composite
would be a weighted sum of the component metrics, where the weights should reflect the
relative reliability of each instrument. It appears as if current teacher evaluation systems follow
this approach, by assuming that the teaching effectiveness is the only concept measured by all
instruments employed in the system. Each instrument yields a single number—value-added
score, observation score, etc.—and the composites (summative score) most commonly sum up
these component scores. Measurements are therefore weighted at the level of instrument (see
Figure 1 for schematic representation). In the absence of concrete findings to guide states and
districts about how exactly component metrics might best be interpreted and combined
(Rothstein & Mathis, 2013), the states tend to introduce ad hoc weighting schemas (e.g. student
growth metric and observation should contribute each 50% to the total). Some recent studies of
composite measures of teacher effectiveness have examined statistical foundations for
compositing. For example, Hansen et al. (2013) and Mihaly et al. (2013) analyze properties of
composite teacher scores created by assigning different weights to summative measures of
student achievement, classroom observations, and student surveys, assuming that all three
measure a single concept of teacher effectiveness.
One important aspect of evaluation metrics that gets little attention in the studies of teacher
evaluation systems is that they are, in their turn, multiple measures consisting of several
elementary, separately scored items. Thus, classroom observation instruments consist of five or
more components,1 and surveys consist of dozens of items-questions. Moreover, the structure of
cross-correlation between those items is complex. Our earlier analyses of MET data (Lazarev &
Newman, 2013; Lazarev et al., 2013) showed that correlations between observational
components and value-added scores vary widely. In particular, we found that only
observational components associated with classroom and student behavior management are
consistently correlated with value-added scores across grade levels and subjects. Kane and
Staiger (2012) make a similar observation.2 This suggests that complex instruments respond to
different underlying concepts, and if so, summation of component metrics to obtain a single
composite score may be an inadequate approach, which ultimately lowers the value of many
kinds of personnel decisions made on the basis of teacher evaluations.
We take here an alternative approach. We hypothesize that, across different measures, there are
more than one underlying factor. Only one of these factors may be associated with short-term
achievement gains as measured by the test-based value added. Other factors may be correlated
with distal outcomes that are impossible to measure synchronously with other metrics. Each of
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One of the widely used observation rubrics – FFT – has a total of 22 components.
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Their report however does not provide detailed results.

the n elementary measurement, vi—an observational component or a survey item—is an
imperfect instrument that may “pick signals” from one or more of the p factors, fj (where p << n):
𝑝
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In fact, some yi can be a non-linear function of the underlying factors just as they exhibit non-linear
relation to the value-added scores (Lazarev & Newman 2013). We will limit the analysis here to linear
relationships for the purposes of tractability, although the existing methods of non-linear factor allow
generalizing this model.
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As a result, measurements differ in the strength of their association with the student growth
metric not because of the differences in reliability but because of the differences in the measured
factors or combinations of factors. A natural analytic approach is then to apply factor analysis - a
widely accepted method for analyzing a dataset with a large number of variables-

measurements, each of which may be a manifestation of a small number of latent underlying
constructs (factors). Since we are particularly interested in identifying and interpreting factors
that are not associated with value added, we will use a target rotation that produces the first
factor that is uniquely associated with value added scores. This factor can be also expected to be
associated with classroom management items. Once the additional factors are identified and
interpreted, stakeholders can decide what weights to give each factor based on their
comparative substantive importance (or social value). In other words, elementary measurements
will be weighted at the level of measured concept rather than instrument (Figure 2).

DATA
We explore the idea outlined above using the data collected by the MET project—the largest
existing corpus of teacher evaluation data collected in multiple large districts using the same set
of instruments—student academic growth metric, observation rubric, and student survey. By
design, the composition of this dataset resembles an output of teacher evaluation systems
adopted by many states, with three instruments and multiple elementary measurements
averaged to obtain component scores. Instead of limiting the analysis to a few aggregate scores
for each teacher, we compiled a dataset with disaggregated measurements—survey items and
observational components. This dataset includes, in addition to value added scores assigned to
each teacher, 20 observable components of two generic observation rubrics4—8 of the Danielson
Framework5 and 12 of CLASS protocol—and 36 items of the Tripod student survey. These 36
items are categorized into seven broad characteristics of teacher performance as assessed by
their students, the so called “7 Cs”. These 7Cs categories include: Care, Clarify, Control,
Challenge, Captivate, Confer, and Consolidate. Each category includes between three and eight
yes/no questions. The dataset contains therefore a total of 57 variables—elementary
measurements—for each teacher.
The MET project estimated two types of value-added models (VAM): one based on state test
(distinct test in each of the five participating states) and another based on a study administered
test (BAM for math and SAT9 for ELA). We use only the latter because the underlying tests are
better aligned with Common Core and the same for all teachers in the dataset. We also limit

our sample to middle school teachers (grades 6-8), which constitutes a majority of

MET also used three subject-specific rubrics. We do not use those because they cannot be pooled together
for the purposes of our analysis. Videos were scored by multiple teams of observers, so that most teachers
have scores from several rubrics. We include in the dataset all teachers who have both CLASS and FFT
scores.
4

FFT has 22 components but only 8 of them are observable in the classroom, whereas the remaining 14 are
based on administrator assessments of lesson plans, contribution to the school community, etc. Only the
former eight components were observed and scored by the MET project.
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records and cannot be pooled together with the elementary grades because of the
differences in the composition of the survey.6

RESULTS
We follow a conventional approach in exploratory factor analysis. We start with a basic
principal axes solution, determine the optimal number of factors, then perform an orthogonal
rotation with known properties, and finally examine and interpret the rotated factor loadings,
𝑖𝑗 . Using both scree and 2 tests, we find that a three factor model is adequate for the data.7 In
performing the target rotation of the factor structure, we impose a single constraint: only one
factor should have a non-zero loading of the VAM score, i.e. only one row of the target matrix is
defined.
Figure 2 illustrates main findings from our factor analysis. Although most loadings differ
significantly from zero (see Table 1 in Appendix A), associations of variables-measurements
with factors show clear patterns that are generally with findings mentioned earlier. We interpret
the three factors based on the specific measurements that clustered together. We have labeled
the three factors “Effective”, “Constructive”, and “Positive” dimensions of teaching.
1. Effective. One of the three factors is associated with student achievement as measured by the
VAM scores. This factor is also associated with observational items reflecting teachers’ skills in
managing classroom and student behavior and following procedures. It is remarkable that
among the student survey items, only questions relating to one “C”, namely “Control”, were
associated with this factor. The Control category consisted of items also related to discipline and
time management, such as “Our class stays busy and doesn’t waste time.”
2. Constructive. A second factor was associated with the classroom observational items
reflecting mastery of such pedagogical devices as instructional dialog, feedback, and discussion.
Constructivist pedagogical theory generally recommends building upon students’ prior
knowledge, active participation of students in their own learning, and teacher’s role in
scaffolding higher-order thinking and problem-solving. Thus, we identify these practices as
“constructive”. While Figure 2 only shows the FFT items, the CLASS observational items also
show the same split between those associated with factor 1 and factor 2. It is important to note
that specific items can be shared in some proportion between two or more factors. For example,
the FFT component, “Establishing a Culture for Learning” is split approximately 50-50 between
Effective and Constructive factors.
3. Positive. The third factor, also unrelated to VAM, consists primarily of all the remaining
student survey items. The Tripod survey is heavily oriented to questions about the teacher’s

We have established that correlations between measurements differ between grade levels and that
measurements, especially teacher observation and value added scores, are more closely interrelated in
middle grades than in elementary grades (Lazarev & Newman, 2013).
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This does not mean that three-factor model is the only or the “best” possible model.

connection to students and students’ positive feelings and perception of the teacher’s empathy
with the student’s point of view, e.g., “My teacher knows when the class understands, and when
we do not.”
It is important to note the limitation of the MET data, which is that, because the observations
were done with video of classrooms, it does not include the parts of the observational protocols
that fall outside of the classroom such as supporting the school community, meeting with
parents, and does not include peer or parental surveys that are also often part of teacher
evaluations. We suspect that these could anchor a fourth factor associated with interpersonal
skills and, perhaps, leadership. Analysis of data from well implemented large-scale teacher
evaluations can help complete this picture but for now we have some intriguing results.

2. What impact might these other factors have on the overall effectiveness
of our education system?
If our multiple measures are measuring factors that are not associated (or only weakly
associated) with VAM scores, does that mean they have no particular value? This gets us to the
second step of linking teacher evaluations with personnel decisions. We need to better
understand the value of these factors for outcomes that we value for children’s education. The
VAM score is a measure of what the teacher accomplishes between fall and spring as measured
by a standardized test. These and other calculations of a teacher’s contribution to learning are
given a high priority in most state teacher evaluation schemes. But there are many other
outcomes, not always directly predicted by the VAM score, such as dropping out of school,
persistence in applying for and getting into college, success in career, avoiding jail, and many
other personal and social values that the school system may have an effect on. Although at this
point, it is not even possible to measure such distal outcomes accurately, let alone predict how
particular teacher characteristics will affect those outcomes, many school systems that have
adopted multiple measures have at least a strong intuition that they are measuring something of
value.
We can hypothesize linkages that our continuing research can explore. We can see that an
efficiently run classroom is most strongly associated with test scores. The observational
elements also suggest discipline and setting expectations. Teachers who score highly on this
cluster of elements including generally doing well on the fall-to-spring achievement measure,
may have an impact on student persistence, attendance, and socialization into schooling. We
don’t have to give an individual teacher a score on these kinds of outcomes to have a useful
evaluation system. Understanding an association may be sufficient for seeing broader value in
this factor we called “effective.”
The second factor we identified as “constructive.” We can speculate that this constructivism can
have educational value beyond the test students take in spring. It may lead to a deeper
understanding and seeking greater intellectual challenge that pays off in future educational
choices such as, for example, following a STEM career. We don’t know at this point that these

classroom practices have any positive effect or whether they have differential (positive or
negative) impact depending on the student characteristic.
We saw that there was a third factor, which we labelled “positive” and is associated with what
we might characterize as empathy, at least as perceived by students. This factor may increase a
student’s sense of belonging and value. Belonging uncertainty has been shown to increase
student stress and undermine student engagement and motivation over time (Walton & Cohen,
2007) and we might speculate that it could have longer-term impacts on positive behavior,
attendance, and staying in school. The student survey was the source of this third factor and the
value of the surveys, beyond measuring classroom management that is associated with the
“effective” factor (the “control” C), will depend on associating it with outcomes of value.
We pointed out that available data do not include observations made outside of classroom, as
well as any kind of peer or stakeholder survey, which are also often elements of teacher
evaluations. This makes this work illustrative but limited. It will be important to understand,
for example, whether the “positive” factor is also associated with effective relationships with
parents and peers. Alternatively, there may be a fourth factor associated with peer interactions
and leadership. Exactly how these three or four factors will be weighted in the composite
teacher scores depends ultimately on values that the stakeholders place on different types of
outcomes. These weighting decisions however cannot be made without understanding what
factors are actually measured by the multiple instruments of the evaluation systems and their
components. Our analysis is an exploration of what appears to have been measured in the data
compiled by the MET project and illustrates what can be done using data from any of the largescale teacher evaluations currently being undertaken state and local education agencies.

3. How can evaluations be used in personnel decisions?
Turning to the question of how our measurements can be used in human capital considerations,
we should note that creating a single composite teacher effectiveness score by weighting then
adding up the multiple measures may not be an adequate approach to evaluation. Observations
do not measure a single characteristic, and student surveys measure at least two quite distinct
characteristics. Some items of both instruments contain information pertinent to test
performance and some point to aspects of teaching that go beyond test outcomes. Observations
and surveys about the teachers’ abilities outside the classroom, not included in this study, may
anchor an additional characteristic.
At this point, we can only speculate about the potential impact of characteristics beyond the
factor we labeled as “effective.” The approach that is being called for by the ED through its
waivers as well as the rankings we see promoted by the National Council on Teacher Quality,
centers teacher evaluations on student achievement. But we are seeing that the growth
measured in the spring test plays a limited role in the set of characteristics emerging from a
typical set of multiple measures. And the notion that these diverse characteristics are most
usefully collapsed into a single aggregate score is questionable. It is questionable first because
we don’t know enough about the educational value of the underlying characteristics being
measured. Second, it is not clear which characteristics (in what combination) should be
considered in different kinds of decisions. At the very least, we should make an effort to

discover and explain the multiple facets of teaching and let the stakeholders make informed
decisions.
What are the decisions in which teacher evaluations should be used? The usual suspects are
raises, bonuses, layoffs, and terminations. And for these a “score” that rank orders all district
teachers on a single scale can be useful. Weighting characteristics to favor the spring test scores
is not unreasonable. But the same ranking would not be as useful in deciding which teacher to
promote to vice principal or which to promote to math specialist. A leadership position may call
for greater emphasis on empathy and consensus building. A specialist position may call for
mastery of constructive techniques associated with the particular discipline.
We are beginning to be able to identify the set of characteristics that make up teaching. We can
see that many of the characteristics highly valued by observational and survey measures are not
major contributing factors to the spring test scores. They may nevertheless have great value to
students longer term success as well as the success of the school as an organization, and
measures of these characteristics may have great value in personnel decisions.
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